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ABSTRACT—Monkey and human cortex contain view-spe-

cific face neurons, but it remains unclear whether they

code face shape. We tested the view specificity of face-

shape coding by inducing figural face aftereffects at one

viewpoint (3/4 left) and testing generalization to different

viewpoints (front view and 3/4 right). The aftereffects

were induced by adaptation to consistent figural distor-

tions (contracted or expanded), which shifts the distortion

perceived as most normal toward the adapting distortion.

The strong aftereffect that was observed at the adapting

view was significantly and substantially reduced for both

front-view test faces and mirror-image (3/4 right) test

faces, indicating view specificity. The limited transfer

across mirror views is strong evidence of view specificity,

given their figural similarity. The aftereffects survived a

size change between adaptation and test faces (Experi-

ment 2), a result that rules out low-level adaptation as an

explanation. These results provide strong evidence that

face-shape coding is view-specific.

Human face identification is remarkably robust to changes in

viewpoint considering that the images projected on the retina by

two different faces seen from the same view are more similar

than the images projected by the same face seen at different

views. A single exposure to a face from one viewpoint can be

sufficient for recognition of this face at other views (Bruce,

Valentine, & Baddeley, 1987; Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992), al-

though subtle decrements in recognition can occur as test views

are rotated away from learned views (Liu & Chaudhuri, 2002;

Newell, Chiroro, & Valentine, 1999; Troje & Bülthoff, 1996;

Troje & Kersten, 1999). A central question in face and object

perception is whether this robustness to changes in viewpoint

reflects underlying view-invariant representations or the use of

multiple view-specific representations (e.g., Biederman & Bar,

1999; Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1995; Hayward & Tarr, 1997;

Tarr & Bülthoff, 1995).

Single-cell recordings in the monkey inferotemporal cortex

have identified both view-specific and view-invariant face-se-

lective cells (Perrett et al., 1985, 1991; Wang, Tanaka, & Tani-

fuji, 1996). View-specific neural populations have also been

found in human lateral occipital cortex, a region involved in

high-level shape and object coding (Grill-Spector et al., 1999).

These were identified using functional magnetic resonance

(fMR) adaptation, in which repeated stimulation of the same

neural population reduces the MR response. Little adaptation

was observed when faces were presented at changed viewpoints,

suggesting that different neural populations code different

viewpoints. Further evidence for view-specific face neurons in

humans comes from behavioral adaptation studies (Fang & He,

2005; Suzuki, 2005). For example, adapting to a face rotated 601

to the left makes a front-view test face appear rotated somewhat

to the right, as would be predicted if adaptation changes the

sensitivity of view-specific face neurons (Fang & He, 2005).

However, none of these studies shows that view-specific

representations code face shape, because view-specific neurons

have not been directly linked to shape coding. Perrett, Hietanen,

Oram, and Benson (1992) observed that cells in the macaque

that are sensitive to identity are often view-selective, but also

noted that most view-sensitive cells are not sensitive to identity

and may code other important view-specific properties, such as

eye gaze and head direction, which in humans are coded sepa-

rately from identity (Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000, 2002).

We directly investigated whether the representations of

human face shape1 underlying identity are view-specific by

inducing figural shape aftereffects (Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson,

Clifford, & Nakayama, 2003; Watson & Clifford, 2003; Webster

& MacLin, 1999) in one viewpoint and testing for generalization
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to new viewpoints. If view-specific neurons code face shape,

then such aftereffects should be significantly reduced or elim-

inated when views change between adaptation and test. Alter-

natively, if the neurons are view-invariant, then one would

expect similar aftereffects for all test views. Given that view-

specific neurons may be broadly tuned (Perrett et al., 1991), we

chose test views that differed by 451 and 901 from the adapting

view to ensure that view-specific populations could be isolated.

A systematic reduction in generalization as test view diverged

from adapting view would be evidence for view-specific neurons

with broad tuning. Given the figural similarity of a view and its

mirror image, failure of the aftereffects to generalize to the

mirror view would provide especially strong evidence for view

specificity.

We adapted participants to three-dimensional figural distor-

tions in faces that were rotated 451 to the left (3/4 left) around the

vertical axis and tested for aftereffects in faces at three view-

points: the same viewpoint (3/4 left), the front view, and the

mirror viewpoint (3/4 right). Faces were distorted by either ex-

panding the internal features outward from the center of the face

or contracting them inward. We measured the aftereffect by

asking participants to rate the perceived ‘‘normality’’ of the test

faces both before and after adaptation. Note that different faces

were shown in the adaptation and test phases because we wanted

to adapt the neurons coding face shape generally, not to adapt

specific identities, as in the face-identity aftereffect (Leopold,

O’Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001). Adaptation to a consistent

distortion in faces of different identities can be thought of as

shifting the norms used to code faces in the direction of the

adapting distortion (Rhodes & Jeffery, in press). The size of the

aftereffect was measured by the shift in the distortion perceived

as most normal (see Rhodes et al., 2003). A second experiment

included test faces that differed in size from the adapting faces,

to rule out adaptation of low-level coding mechanisms as an

explanation of our results (e.g., Zhao & Chubb, 2001).

EXPERIMENT 1

Method

Twenty-seven (4 male) University of Western Australia under-

graduate psychology students participated for course credit.

Stimuli

Adapting and test faces were constructed from three-dimen-

sional laser-scan models (see Busey & Zaki, 2004, for details).

To remove some surface artifacts, we morphed together pairs of

faces to create 16 male faces. To make the distortions, we warped

control points on each face toward (contracted) or away from

(expanded) the three-dimensional center of the face in per-

centage increments of the distance between each point and the

center. The warping was applied to the texture and structural

maps and then rendered using POV-Ray (Persistence of Vision

Raytracer, 2003–2004). Adapting faces comprised 8 male faces

expanded 25% (125) or contracted 25% (�25) and rotated 451

to the left (3/4 left). Eight different male faces were used to

create the test stimuli. Eleven distortion levels, ranging from

25% contracted to 25% expanded (�25,�15,�10,�6,�2, 0,

12, 16, 110, 115, 125; see Fig. 1), were created at each of

three different views: rotated 451 left (3/4 left), front view (01),

and a mirror image of the 451-left stimulus (3/4 right), created

by flipping the image around the vertical axis.

Fig. 1. Seven of the 11 distortion levels for a 3/4-left test face (top row), front-view test face (middle row), and 3/4-right test face
(bottom row). The numbers across the bottom indicate the distortion levels.
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Faces were presented in color on a black background on a 19-in.

monitor. Both the adapting and the test images measured 13.9 cm

wide by 13.4 cm high and subtended approximate visual angles

of 19.71 � 19.01 at a viewing distance of approximately 40 cm.

Procedure

Participants were first exposed to the range of variation in

‘‘normality’’ in the stimulus set by viewing 32 of the test faces

that spanned the distortion levels and viewpoints. They were

then asked to rate ‘‘how normal’’ each of the 264 test faces

looked, using a 10-point scale ranging from 1, unusual, to 10,

normal. Each test face was shown for 1 s, surrounded by a box,

with the instruction ‘‘rate.’’ The rating scale was then displayed

and remained on the screen until the participant responded.

Faces were presented in random order.

An adaptation period followed. Participants were randomly

assigned to one of the two adapting conditions (contracted or

expanded). The eight adapting faces were shown repeatedly, in

random order, for 750 ms each, with a 200-ms interstimulus

interval (ISI) between faces. The presentation continued for a

total of 2.5 min. The test faces were then rated again for nor-

mality. Each test face was preceded by a 7,600-ms top-up ad-

aptation period (cf. Rhodes et al., 2003) in which the eight

adapting faces were presented once each for 750 ms, with a 200-

ms ISI, in random order. Trials were divided into eight 10-min

blocks. The session took approximately 90 min to complete.

Results

The mean rating for each distortion level was calculated for each

of the three test viewpoints both before and after adaptation, for

each participant. The ‘‘most normal’’ distortion for each test

view, before and after adaptation, was measured by fitting third-

order polynomials to each set of distortion-level means and

calculating the distortion at which the fitted curve reached a

maximum. Three participants (one male) were excluded from

further analyses because at least one of their functions was er-

ratic and showed poor fit (R2 < .7). This left 12 participants in

each of the adapting conditions (contracted and expanded).

To index the size of the aftereffect, we determined for each

participant the amount the most normal distortion shifted in the

predicted2 direction after adaptation. We calculated this shift

by subtracting the most normal distortion after adaptation from

the most normal distortion before adaptation. All shifts in

the predicted direction were assigned a positive sign, and shifts

in the opposite direction were scored as negative. The means are

shown in Figure 2.

A one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)

found a large significant effect of test view, F(2, 46) 5 34.19, p<

.001, prep > .999, Z2 5 .598. Figure 2 shows that the most

normal distortion shifted in the predicted direction, toward the

adapting distortion, for test faces presented at the same view as

the adapting faces (3/4 left). A planned comparison showed that

the shift in the most normal distortion was reduced when test

faces were rotated 451 away from the adapting faces (front view),

t(46) 5 7.41, p < .001, prep > .99, d 5 1.47. Similarly, the shift

in the most normal distortion was significantly less for test faces

presented at mirror views (3/4 right) than for test faces at the

adapting view, t(46) 5 6.89, p< .001, prep > .99, d> 1.78. The

size of the shift did not differ significantly between test faces

presented at the front view and test faces presented 3/4 right,

t(46) 5 0.52, p > .05, prep 5 .42, d 5 0.11. A significant af-

tereffect occurred at all views (ts> 2.67, ps< .004, preps> .97;

ds 5 2.68, 0.69, and 1.28 for 3/4 left, front, and 3/4 right, re-

spectively).

EXPERIMENT 2

Figural aftereffects in the perception of face shape generalize

across changes in size (Zhao & Chubb, 2001) and tilt in the

picture plane (Rhodes et al., 2003; Watson & Clifford, 2003),

ruling out purely low-level retinotopic adaptation as the source

of these aftereffects and implicating adaptation of high-level

face-coding mechanisms (see also Rhodes et al., 2004). In Ex-

periment 2, we sought to replicate Experiment 1 using test faces

that differed in size from the adapting faces, to confirm that our

results reflect adaptation of higher-level mechanisms.

Method

Twenty-eight undergraduates (11 male) participated for course

credit. The stimuli and procedure were the same as in Experi-

ment 1 except that participants used a chin rest to maintain a

viewing distance of 47 cm from a 17-in. monitor. Also, adapting

faces measured 15.8 cm wide by 15 cm high and subtended a

visual angle of 19.11 � 18.11, and test faces measured 8.0 cm

wide by 7.5 cm high and subtended a visual angle of 9.71� 9.11.

Fig. 2. Mean shift in the most normal distortion as a function of the view
of the test face (3/4 left, front, 3/4 right), collapsed across adapting con-
ditions. Error bars show 1 SE on either side of the mean.

2This direction was the direction predicted by a classic repulsive aftereffect.
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Participants were randomly assigned to adapting condition

(contracted or expanded).

Results

Aftereffects were measured as for Experiment 1. Four partici-

pants (3 male) were excluded from further analysis because their

functions were erratic and showed poor fit (R2 < .7), leaving

12 participants in each adapting condition (contracted and

expanded).

Figure 2 shows that the pattern of results found in Experiment

1 was replicated in Experiment 2. A one-way repeated measures

ANOVA found a large significant effect of test view, F(2, 46) 5

15.99, p < .001, prep > .99, Z2 5 .410. The most normal dis-

tortion shifted in the predicted direction for test faces presented

at all views. Planned comparisons showed that the shift was

smaller when test faces were presented at the front view, t(46) 5

5.39, p< .001, prep> .99, d 5 1.39, and the mirror view, t(46) 5

4.18, p < .001, prep > .99, d 5 1.06, than when they were

presented at the adapting (3/4 left) view. There was no signifi-

cant difference in the size of the aftereffect for front-view and

3/4-right test faces, t(46) 5 1.20, p > .05, prep 5 .70, d 5 0.34.

Adaptation produced significant shifts in the mean most normal

distortion at each viewpoint (ts > 3.00, ps < .003, preps > .97;

ds 5 1.91, 0.72, and 1.06 for 3/4 left, front, and 3/4 right,

respectively).

DISCUSSION

Consistently distorted faces presented at a 3/4-left view pro-

duced robust figural aftereffects in faces presented at the same

view. A 451 change in view (to a front view) more than halved

the aftereffect. This result suggests view-specific coding of face

shape. For mirror-image test views (3/4 right), there was

also a substantial reduction in the size of the aftereffect. The

limited transfer across figurally similar mirror views is partic-

ularly noteworthy. These results provide strong evidence for

view specificity.

The same pattern of results was obtained with a size change

between adapting and test views, ruling out purely low-level

retinotopic adaptation as the source of the aftereffects. The re-

duction in aftereffect produced by a 451 change in view was also

much greater than that produced by a large change in image size

(cf. results for Experiments 1 and 2 in Fig. 2), further ruling out

an account based on low-level features of the images. The data

strongly suggest that face shape is coded by view-specific

neurons. Figural adaptation, which generalizes across identities

(as in the current study), systematically shifts the face-shape

norm (Rhodes et al., 2003). The finding that shifts induced at one

viewpoint show only limited transfer to other views indicates

that norms for face shape may be view-specific (see also Jiang,

Blanz, & O’Toole, 2006, in this issue).

The present results suggest that neurons coding face shape are

sensitive to a 451 change in view, which is comparable to the

view tuning of monkey view-specific face cells (Perrett et al.,

1991). Tuning width is determined by the size of the reduction

from the maximal response as viewpoint is changed. A drop to

half the maximal response defines the range (Perrett et al.,

1991). It therefore seems reasonable to interpret a reduction in

the size of an aftereffect by more than half as indicative of view

specificity and suggestive regarding the tuning range. However,

Jiang et al. (2006) interpret a similar reduction in the size of

face-identity aftereffects across views as consistent with view-

independent coding. Their data seem equally consistent with a

view-specific account in which neurons coding face shape are

broadly tuned. Future studies that parametrically vary the size of

the view change between adapting and test faces will enable the

tuning curves of human face neurons to be mapped. Good can-

didate locations for these view-specific shape-coding mecha-

nisms are the lateral occipital cortex and fusiform face area, both

of which appear to contain view-specific face-sensitive popu-

lations (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Kourtzi & Grill-Spector,

2005).

To conclude, we have used figural aftereffects to probe the

view selectivity of human mechanisms for coding face shape. A

451 shift in test view more than halved the aftereffect, and the

transfer was no greater for the figurally similar mirror view.

Although view-invariant coding mechanisms may be able to

handle limited view dependence (Hayward, 2003), they cannot

handle these results. Studies of fMR adaptation have identified

view-specific neurons in face-coding areas (Grill-Spector et al.,

1999). The present results suggest that these neurons may play a

role in coding face shape, and ultimately face identity.
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